
Copperfox Model Horses
Model Horses of British Native Breeds for Horse Lovers Worldwide to Cherish

Each week we will 
announce a pick to be put 
into the final round on our 
social media channels, as well 
as the next category.  
 Please email your 
entries to  us 
at  
info@copperfoxhorses.com. 
If your idea is not 
picked one week, try 
again for the next week! 
At the end of March, we 
will announce a winner who 
will receive one of the first 
foxes to slink out of the 
den, in a custom Union 
Flag box!

Our Fox is a very important mascot  
and we want his name to reflect that. 
After having a broken paw for  years, 
fox is healed and ready to be 
produced! Here's one of our fox 
prototypes outside for some much 
needed sun.  

What's my Name?
A warm welcome back to our founding 
foxes, fans and friends.

HELP! The Copperfox Fox is in search 
of his name and he needs your 
help! We would be honored to have him 
named by one of our fans. Each week 
The Copperfox team will release a 
category  for the names to be chosen 
around.  Our first category will be Olde 
English names, and run from March 1st to 
the 7th. We can't wait to see what you 
come up with! 
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In this collection you will find all things 
winter, starting with Ice. Ice is a light 
aqua blue clearware model who's here 

to freeze over those front steps of yours! 
Next is our dark blue Storm. Storm is a 
beautiful yet dark and dangerous deep 
blue, brining like a rainy London sky. 

IN THE WORKS: Curing the Winter Blues

It's been a cold winter here in New 
England and we know everyone
is looking for summer, but not yet! 
Copperfox would like to welcome our 
newest collection "Winter Blues". 

Lastly we have Snow, a light and elegant frost 
that builds up on your cars and rooftops.  We 
hope these will chase away your winter blues.  

The Winter Blues collection is Coppercub 
sized at 1/32 scale, limited to 100 pieces with 

COA and custom mini box, and will be 
released on  www.copperfoxmodelhorses.com 

on February 25th.

Copperfox Tees
We know how important it is to look as 
good as you feel,  Say hello to your new 
favorite shirt! Our first design with the 

entire line-up is available in blue or black 
on the website now in limited quantities.

What color will you choose? 

Have we mentioned
this fun Model Horse 
guide yet?  We 
discovered this full 
colour annual hobby 
guide recently on Etsy. It 
is packed with model 
horse fun!



HOBBY CORNER: 
Custom Rugs!

We've had a project in the works for some time, miniature rugs custom sized 

for each Copperfox model in two colors, handmade and embroidered with tiny 

foxes.  These were previously released in the UK by the amazing Eleanor 

Cherry of the Miniature Equestrian, and she's been lovely enough to make an 

encore run in a new colourway, as well as the original. They will be complete 

with blanket straps, and each one is handmade with amazing detail.  They are 

en-route and shipping soon! 

Where’s Winston?
Winston has received new 

shoes, courtesy of Kelly Sealey 
and is ready for the major work-

the traditional plastic casting. 
His design work is complete, 
and  we are full steam ahead!  

Factory Updates:
We've got a small number of 
resin Scamp Coppercubs in , 
cast in highly detailed resin by 
the talented Mountain View 

Studios, in 1/32 scale and oh so 
cute! Watch for them to also be 

released soon. 



11th April 2020 - Springtime 
Showtime 
Show Holder: Michele Cox-
Qualters & Marion Randles
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May Corvallis, OR
Show Holder: Traci 
Durrell-Khalife

Saltwater Pony Roundup Live 

NY State 
Breeders Model 
Horse Show  
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EVENTS: Where can I show my Copperfox?

SOCIAL MEDIA:
Follow us and share your Copperfox 
photos! 

 www.copperfoxmodelhorses.com

Chincoteague, VA

Show Holder: Bernadette Phillips

Syracuse, 
NY
Show Holder: Jini 
Groen

UK

US

US

US

http://www.pinterest.com/3ef5b0185f31665eac3df3159d0128/
http://www.facebook.com/copperfoxmodelhorses/
http://lovecopperfoxmodelhorses.tumblr.com
http://modelhorseblab.com
https://twitter.com/CopperfoxModel



